
Intro

I know that being an 18-year-old Starting the last day of 12th grade an alien named

Cam living on Gaputer Land (gap-ter) isn't ordinary for earthlings. We, aliens, eat rocks,

hay, soap, and my favorite bread–cornbread. But earthlings are different. They eat lots

of things, and most of them are weird and picky eaters. That's not the only issue I have

with them; for centuries we have been battling the planet earth to take over.

I always thought that humans weren’t a threat but they saw us as a threat and

decided to take over their planet. But anyway also if you don’t know I have two little

brothers named Mike and Nate, man I should tell you they are the most annoying living

things in the universe, I mean every day They make me get in trouble. Who does that?

But thinking that me being the most humble alien of them all, I still love them from the

bottom of my heart. I also have my Dad who always tells me that family is first all the

time but I started to get used to it.

When I was young at least 1 my mom passed away from a heart attack. So it has

been hard for my dad to raise three of us and we respect it. Hi, I’m Cam to you, My dad

is thinking about me going to be a doctor. But in 12th grade, I thought of my own

decisions d to make and I decided to fight in the war but my dad opposed that here is

why.

Cam POV

The year 1845 is the year the war between Earth and Gaputer Land started and

the war stopped in 1864 because we both had declared peace. One day in 3042 when I



discovered the earth and how it was blue, green, and a little bit gray and white

compared to the main two colors of the earth. At that time I was 7 and my brother Mike

was 2 and Nate was 3. Also at that time my mom and dad had just met 6 years ago so

yea it was a big thing for him. My younger self was so intrigued by the stories my father

told me. Since then I wanted to join the army and fight in a war. That time my dad told

me about those stories. I was traumatized and was doing my best to be in the army. But

my dad had other plans and wanted me to be an army Doctor.

As I told him that I wanted to join the army, I was upset because of the fact that

we lost mom and were the only ones to watch 3 kids and take care of us and he didn’t

want to lose me. And as I told him that “I will be ok”.

As I kept trying to convince my dad into being in the army  I had tried to convince

him all the time. But the year 3053 is the time when my dad gave in and said “Go live

your dreams”. When I was ready to go to the Camp I gave all my brothers, family and

friends goodbye and promised to visit back. But my brothers were the ones that didn’t

want me to go. They had kept me from going and they both said “Come back to visit” I

shouted “ok I’ll be back.” As I was leaving I had already missed my family because I had

never left my family behind. As I got to the camp I was excited when I was training. I

was getting more reliable and brave. I had text dad every night and dad.

About how training went  He and my Brother every night would ask me.

Questions and tell me good night and I would always whisper “Good night”. In the army,

my daily routine is to eat breakfast but the food is horrible. We would eat cold things I

had never eaten and still eat them because of my hunger. Next after breakfast, I would



exercise, eat and learn military sayings and signs, and have Dinner for myself every day

as if I were in the army. But one day as my captain told me as we were done exercising

that “Boys today is the day we fight the war,” everyone was concerned but  I was

confident. Later that day I wondered about my family and friends and if I didn’t make it

when we saw spaceships in the distance we were ready but scared as the captain said

“Ready”  we were about to shoot out guns. Minutes later captain shouted “Fire’’ as we

fired after a while we notice that they were not coming for us they were going after the

town I rush towards the hot and smoking town My objective was to find my family and

Nate PoV

As a 7-year-old boy starting third grade and missing my big brother Cam I was

upset but I had to keep my head up. Helping family every night and I  would talk to Cam

and ask questions, ask how he was doing and say “Good night” every night. But as life

has been going it has been almost a year since we haven't seen Cam.

As dad is still taking care of us but not harder than used to, it has been good. But

as the day was going on I saw everyone pointing and saying “Look at that”, and “What

is that” Nate said. But as I saw he knew and ran home and said to dad that “There

coming dad come look” as he looked he grabbed Nate and Mike he took them to a big

bunker underground. As dad uttered “Knew it was going to be a time where this would

happen but not this soon”, “you had a bunker this whole time and didn’t tell-'' Mike

interrupted Nate and said “He was going to tell us at least thank him for helping us and

building this” Nate apologized as he was apologizing there was a loud noise outside and

everyone screaming.



For a while, dad explained when he built it, how he built it, and why he didn’t tell

us at first he was saying how he “Didn't build it our past generations built it just in case

something happened”. He said our generations had been building this for 150 years.

Dad said the reason why he didn’t tell us was that he thought we were going to tell

someone or do lots of things we should have been doing. While I was listening I was

wondering where Cam was doing.

Mike POV

I never knew this time would come to this point where it happens at a fast time

and us being so young but me being the middle child I have to protect my younger

brother and dad if I had to without Cam. I had to help or do something as we sat here

and listened as dad was saying it was crazy. The reason is that he said he only went

down here 5 times a month to check on it and see if everything was ok.

But overall the bucker was really big for the only 3 of us-plus Cam. The bucker

was really old but had a couch, Tv, fridge, and snacks, but as we heard a loud noise

Cam called us on the phone. We all jumped and asked if he was Ok. Cam said “Good

are you guys ok,” dad said yeah and said we were safe and told him that they were in

the bunker. Dad said to go “Fight and live your dream,” we all said as well Cam shook

his head and Hung up after the call we were all relaxed as if nothing happened.

For a second it was silent. We felt a BOOM! that shocked the big bunker. When

that happened we all were on alert and ready. But we were all still worried for him

although we were always used to getting on his nerves we were worried for him.



Cam POV

After I had called my family and noticed that they were safe I went back to

the army and fought for our lives at a risk. The war took place for two days and

we fought all night and day on the third day, we won the war and the earth had

gone back to the planet. When that happened we celebrated and helped people

that were kidnapped and hiding. At that point I suggest I go \ straight to the

house, find the bunker, and let my family know the good news when I got there I

shouted IT'S OVER GUYS YOU CAN COME OUT tas my dad and brothers

rushed up to the bunker to give me a hug and congratulate me on my success. I

was proud of myself and I knew my mom would be too.


